ANNUAL REPORT
2022–2023

Recreational Sports
Student Affairs
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
TOTAL STUDENT WAGES ........................................... $1,404,451
TOTAL HOURS WORKED BY STUDENTS ..................... 114,576
569 NUMBER OF PART-TIME STUDENT
158 STUDENTS IN LEADERSHIP & SUPERVISORY POSITIONS

FACILITIES ACCESS
RAMSEY TOURS GIVEN .............................................. 2,106
TOTAL PEOPLE TOURING RAMSEY ............................. 5,887
971,904 TOTAL RAMSEY STUDENT CENTER/POUND HALL VISITS

FACILITY OPERATIONS
MEMBERSHIP & GUEST PASS REVENUE .................. $548,313
STUDENT FEE REVENUE RECEIVED ..................... $1,796,183
FACILITY RESERVATIONS REVENUE...................... $336,316

OUTDOOR RECREATION
TOTAL TRIP & CLINIC PARTICIPANTS ...................... 1,414
TOTAL CLIMBING WALL USAGE ............................... 7,688
TOTAL CHALLENGE COURSE PARTICIPANTS ............. 1,303

1,405 NUMBER OF ITEMS RENTED FROM THE OUTDOOR RECREATION CENTER

COMPETITIVE SPORTS
CLUB SPORTS
37 CLUB TEAMS
3,001 TOTAL PARTICIPANTS

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
5,602 UNIQUE PARTICIPANTS

HOURS OF INFORMAL SWIM ................................. 4,456
HOURS OF ATHLETIC ACTIVITY .......................... 1,796

AQUATICS

FITNESS & WELLNESS
PERSONAL TRAINING SESSIONS ......................... 2,366
GROUP FITNESS CLASSES OFFERED EACH WEEK ...... 60+
18,593 OVERALL ATTENDANCE IN GROUP FITNESS

WHY INDIVIDUALS CHOSE TO PARTICIPATE IN FITNESS CLASSES

SOCIAL MEDIA
3,604 FOLLOWERS
2,348 FOLLOWERS
4,080 FOLLOWERS

2023 GOLF TOURNAMENT
3 $1,000 SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED
136 GOLFERS AWARDED
$13K RAISED FOR STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS

PURSUING OR MAINTAINING PHYSICAL FITNESS
STRESS MANAGEMENT & IMPROVING OVERALL WELLBEING
ACHIEVE WEIGHT LOSS GOALS
SOCIALIZATION & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
OTHER

84% responded “yes”

After participating in group fitness classes, has your perceived levels of well-being increased?
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